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Abstract
With a longer-living population and an increase in cancer incidence the health
care’s workload has increased over the past decade. The treatment process of a
cancer patient is dependant on clinical information collected and communicated
from the pathology department. With a standardised and structured pathology
report the information communicated can become easier to interpret and will facilitate the search for important parameters.
This master thesis aims to develop a template prototype to replace four static
free-text templates used in the area of breast cancer pathology at the pathology
department at Region Östergötland. The end product was intends to store documented information in a structured manner through structured data, in order to
obtain semantic interoperability.
Semantic interoperability means that different systems are able to communicate
with each other in such a way that the information is handled and interpreted
equally by the systems. By using certain standards such as openEHR archetypes
and SNOMED CT concepts, the data becomes uniform and unambiguous. When
that is achieved, information can be sent more easily between systems such as
patient health data if an individual moves between different cities where the hospitals have different medical records systems.
The result of the master thesis is a single template that incorporates all the parts
from the four static templates currently used at Region Östergötland. To avoid a
large and cumbersome template for the end-user the template is built with conditions that changed the appearance of the template while it is being filled in,
making it dynamic.
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Notation

Abbreviation
cap
dcis

er
her2
ihc
ish
ki67
kvast
lcis

ngh
nkbc
opt
pgr
rcc
ros

rö
snomed ct

Meaning
College of American Pathologists
Ductal Carcinoma In Situ- A non-invasive condition
where abnormal cells are found in the lining of a
breast duct.
Oestrogen Receptor
Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2
Immunohistochemistry
In Situ Hybridisation
Proliferation marker for protein Ki67
The Swedish Quality and Standardization Committee
for Pathology
Lobular Carcinoma In Situ–A non-invasive condition
where abnormal cells are found in the lobules of the
breast.
Nottingham Histological Grading
The National Quality Register for Breast
Cancer in Sweden
Operational Template
Progesterone Receptor
The Regional Cancer Centrum in Sweden
Remiss och Svar - A system for electronic orders and
responses for laboratory analyses at Region Östergötland
Region Östergötland
Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine Clinical Terms
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Introduction

In today’s society, the average person lives longer which among other things is
distinguished by an increased proportion of cancer diseases. [1] In Sweden, the
two most common cancer diseases are prostate cancer and breast cancer–in 2016
they accounted for 16.3% (10 474 cases) and 14% (8 986 cases) of the total cancer cases respectively. Among women, breast cancer is the most common cancer
form and accounted for 29.2% of the total cancer cases 2016. [2]
Breast cancer is usually detected through a screening program. The program
means that all women in Sweden between the ages of 40 and 74 are invited to
mammography examinations every two years. The purpose is to find a pre-stage
cancer or cancer at an early stage, when the chance of curing the cancer is at
its highest. Around 60% of all breast cancer tumours are detected through the
screening program. Thanks to advances made in the molecular biology and genetic area since the 1990s, tumour cell properties can be studied in detail and
thereby give clinical personnel an understanding of how aggressive the disease
is. [2]
The increase in cancer diseases results in a heavier workload for the health care,
not only for clinicians involved in the treatment of patients but also for the personnel at the pathology department. In the health care work flow of a cancer
patient the pathology departments function is to collect, process and communicate the pathology information needed for further care of the patient. [3]
The pathology information needed for further care of cancer patients is communicated as a pathology report. Although these reports are primarily read by other
clinicians there are other groups who uses it for other important purposes, for
example, researchers and tumour registrars. For these groups the content is eas1
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ier to decipher if the report is presented in a structured and standardised way.
In Sweden there is no national standardised template for documenting clinical
findings in breast pathology but there are standardised parameters that should
be included. How a report is structured is of importance. A clear and thorough
report is essential for diagnosis and prognosis of the patient since it lays the foundation for the treatment decision. Srigley et al. [4] states that the complexity of
the pathology reports for cancer has increased over the last decades. Compared
to before, the pathology report does not only describes the presence and type of
cancer but also information about tumour size, marginal status, local extent and
other morphological results, sometimes with ancillary tumour marker result. For
breast cancer the list of carcinoma descriptors can be very long.
The pathology department at Region Östergötland (RÖ) uses four different, locally created, static templates depending on the kind of breast specimen examined, further explained in Chapter 5. These static templates are free-text based
and composed out of headings. Under each heading there are predetermined
parameters where the expected response is marked with percentage characters.
Since all individuals using these templates are different, and different individuals describe clinical findings in different ways, this results in pathology reports
that can look different depending on who wrote it.
When pathology reports are used by other clinical personnel, as a basis for research or for tumour registration, it is important that the report can be easily interpreted and that all important parameters are present and can be found quickly.
In this master thesis a dynamic template prototype will be developed, intended
to replace the four static templates used by the pathology department at RÖ. The
dynamic template will be based on openEHR archetypes and the SNOMED CT
terminology to produce a structured and standardised pathology report for breast
specimen.
An openEHR archetype is a reusable model for the capture of a single discrete
clinical concept. It contains all data elements needed for a specific use-case and
is designed for all imaginable clinical situations. By utilising archetypes to record
clinical information the data will have the same meaning independently of the
context it is used in. [5] Together with a terminology binding, SNOMED CT in
this case, the recorded information becomes more standardised. SNOMED CT
is a clinical health care terminology, which is systematical and organised as well
as computer processable and it aims to make clinical documentation consistent,
unambiguous and effective. [6]

1.1

Purpose

1.1

3

Purpose

The purpose of the master thesis is to create a standardised and structured dynamic template prototype intended to replace four static templates currently
used by the Pathology Department at RÖ for reporting of breast specimen. This
will be done by using openEHR archetypes and SNOMED CT concepts. Currently,
the pathology department uses SNOMED 2 encoding, which means that a mapping to SNOMED CT concepts has to be done.
The dynamic template would, among other things:
• Decrease the number of templates available to 1.
• Serve as a checklist for the pathologist.
• Make the data searchable through the use of archetypes and terminology
bindings.
• Have standardised options to choose from in the form of drop-down menus.
• Create a pathology report that is easier to interpret, both for clinicians and
other non-medical individuals involved.

1.2

Problem formulation

This thesis is intended to answer the following questions:
1. Would a dynamic template built with openEHR and SNOMED CT concepts
be able to replace the static templates currently used at the pathology laboratory?
2. Is it enough to map the currently used SNOMED 2 codes to SNOMED CT
concepts or are additional SNOMED CT concepts needed for the dynamic
template?
3. Does all the necessary archetypes exist in openEHR’s Clinical Knowledge
Manager or does new archetypes need to be developed?

1.3

Method

In order to be able answer the questions in the problem formulation (Section 1.2)
different methods need to be utilised. To get familiar with the area of breast
pathology, openEHR and SNOMED CT, a literature study is necessary. The literature study will include articles written in the specific area, information from the
openEHR foundation and SNOMED International, and studies of the guidelines
and recommendations concerning breast pathology in Sweden. To understand
the work flow at the pathology department the different personnel groups will
be followed around to see their work in action. Questions and problems that

4
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arise during the thesis work will be solved by consulting people who possess the
knowledge and experience required. To build the dynamic template software
tools provided by RÖ will be used.

1.4

Delimitations

The dynamic template will be a prototype and not a final product intended for
direct use. Consideration of the surrounding system and program solutions for
the prototype to work in practice will not be taken into account.

1.5

Thesis outline

The thesis starts with an introduction and is later divided into two parts–Part I
and Part II. Part I (chapters 2-5) contains theoretical information about the various areas studied, which lays the foundation for the thesis report. Part II (chapters 6-9) describes the implementation process and the obtained results.

Part I

Theory

2

Standardised and structured
reporting
A pathology report can consist of anything from a more narrative free-text report
without mandatory data elements to a more refined synoptic report with discrete
data fields, standardised drop-down menus and a connection to a terminology or
classification system. Srigley et al. [4] describe this as different levels of pathology reports, with the simple narrative report as level 1 and the more refined
report as level 6. In general, structured reports given in a synoptic format are
easier to interpret than those presented as a narrative text. This chapter intend
to introduce the reader to the concept of standardised and structured reporting.

2.1

Standardised content

To ensure that a pathology report includes all necessary information, the Swedish
Quality and Standardisation Committee for Pathology (also known as KVAST)
has established documents with guidelines for specific cancer diseases. Different KVAST groups–pathologists with different specialist areas–are responsible
for creating documents on standards for cutting, diagnosis of commonly occurring diseases and to support validation and quality control of examination and
diagnostic methods. The Regional Cancer Centre (RCC) has published a document, written by the KVAST group for breast pathology Bröstcancer Nationellt
vårdprogram - Bilaga 1: Kvalitetsdokument för patologi [7], with standardised parameters that should be included in the report. It specifies the parameters and
how these should be reported, but it does not provide an adoptable template or
data set. The documented parameters constitute a minimum data set that are
mandatory for the pathologist to document and report. These mandatory parameters serves as a basis for diagnosis, further treatment and tumour registration.
The College of American Pathologists (CAP) has put together cancer protocol tem7
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plates that serves as checklists and contains defined fundamental data for standardised cancer reporting. These protocol templates also provide guidelines for
gathering of fundamental data elements for a complete and accurate reporting of
tumours. [8] The protocol templates are designed as checklists with the possibility to further describe certain parameters through an additional commentary line.
It is built with required parameters and requested parameters. The requested parameters are preceded by a plus sign. These elements are optional and could be
clinically important but they are not yet validated or regularly used in patient
management.

2.2

Structured reporting

Structured reporting can be interpreted in slightly different ways. A descriptive
report can be formatted in a structured way even if it does not contain structured
data. So a difference must be made between structured formatting and structured data, even if a structured report should contain both. Another term that
often is used as a synonym to structured reporting is synoptic reporting. [3] Synoptic reporting corresponds to a two-columned layout where the data elements
is followed by its answer. For example: Tumor size: 5.5 cm. A format without the
paired ’data element: answer’ is not synoptic. [9] Synoptic reporting can be done
with or without structured data. Unstructured data can give the impression of a
structured report but are best described as free text that has been manipulated
and stored. Ellis and Srigley [3] describe the term structured data as indivisible or atomic data elements combined in a predefined way. This means that the
data is unambiguous, non-divisible and has a context. Multiple data elements
combined can then form a data set. In openEHR, described in Chapter 3, interdependencies or relationship between different data elements of a given data set
are defined by a data model often referred to as an archetype. [3] Archetypes are
further described in Section 3.2.
In the article Standardized Synoptic Cancer Pathology Reporting: A Population-Based
Approach [4] from 2009, cancer pathology reports are divided into six levels of reporting. With level one being a free text descriptive report without discrete data
elements and level six correspond to a more refined synoptic report with discrete
data fields, standardised drop-down menus and a connection to a terminology or
classification system. The six levels are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

2.2

Structured reporting

9

Figure 2.1: Different levels of structured reporting, where level one is free
text reports with no formatting or discrete data elements and level six is a
refined synoptic report with discrete data fields, standardised drop-down
menus and a connection to a terminology or classification system. The illustration is created with inspiration from Srigley et al.
A structured report facilitate the search for specific parameters, is easier to interpret and it decrease the risk of possible clinical errors due to misinterpretation
or human errors while documenting. In addition to this it also makes the report
searchable by queries. [3]

3

openEHR

OpenEHR is a e-health technology that provides open specifications, clinical
models and software that can be utilised in health care to build standards and
create information and interoperability solutions. The technology is provided by
the openEHR foundation which is an international non-profit organisation, created in 2003. [10] The openEHR foundation focuses on standards for managing
clinical data and how to work with, share and store health data. All in the idea
of separating the data from the application. The core concept of openEHR is that
an Electronic Healthcare Record, EHR, of a single individual should not be tied
to a specific application. The data should always be available in the same format
and with the same underlying model definitions.

3.1

Two-level modelling approach

The health data for a patient needs to be accessible and last for a patient’s life
time. There is no application that can last that long and therefore the health data
need to be separated from the application.
The openEHR system uses a two-level modelling approach instead of the more
classical single-level construction of information systems. The single-level way
of constructing an information system is to place information processing and
information storing together with domain-specific knowledge. In this way, the
user becomes completely dependent on the supplier of the information system
if something needs to be changed. [11] The health care environment is a sector with high complexity and a large amount of domain-specific knowledge that
grows each day. This means that systems may need to be updated frequently and,
as a consequence, become expensive to maintain.

11
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The idea of openEHR’s two-level modelling approach is to separate information
processing, information storing and domain-specific knowledge. The information processing and storing is developed in a technical developement environment while the domain-specific knowledge is developed in a domain knowledge
environment. The technical environment contains the information models (including software object models and database schemas) and provides and changes
the executable system. The domain knowledge environment is built on knowledge concepts models, referred to as archetype models, which are deployed at
runtime. This domain is handled by domain specialists–clinicians with different
specialist areas. This way the system is built from information models, called
Reference Models (RM) by openEHR, and driven by archetype models. The separation enables for domain knowledge specialists to make changes without affecting the technical development environment. New information can also be
introduced into the system without involving the software developer. [11]
The RM is small in size and contains well defined concepts to easily be maintainable. The domain knowledge environment require its own structure and formalism and the models or language needed are included in the technical development environment. A sketch of the two-level modelling is shown in Figure
3.1.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the two-level modelling approach that separates
the domain knowledge environment from the technical development environment.
The concepts defined in the RM are invariant and provide the fundamental building blocks for creating archetypes, such as different archetype classes and data
types, further explained in Section 3.2. [12]

3.2

Archetypes

3.2
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Archetypes

Archetypes can be seen as models that define specific clinical concepts and can
be divided into different classes defined by the RM and built by utilising different
data types. [12] The different archetype classes available are:
• COMPOSITION : The COMPOSITION class corresponds to regularly used
clinical documents (e.g. prescriptions, discharge summary, operative notes,
etc.). It is a container class in the openEHR’s RM and all information stored
within an electronic health record are contained within a COMPOSITION.
• SECTION: The SECTION class is an organising class and is usually used in
a COMPOSITION to provide a framework of headings. In the framework,
smaller classes such as ENTRY and CLUSTER can be placed, which are the
archetypes that hold most of the clinical content.
• ENTRY: The ENTRY class is a stand alone semantic unit of information.
It has four subtypes which divides the clinical information depending on
which type of clinical activity that is performed: Observation (measured
data), Evaluation (hypothesis based on domain knowledge) , Instructions (orders to be carried out ) and Actions (execution of instructions).
• CLUSTER: Clusters are archetypes that can be reused in any ENTRY of choice
or other clusters. They represent frequently used and essential domain patterns that are required in many clinical scenarios and archetypes. [5]
All archetypes has an Archetype ID which describes its class belonging, its name
and which version it is. This Archetype ID is described in the Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: A description of how the Archetype ID is constructed. The RM
class shows which kind of archetype it is, marked in blue. The archetype
name is presented in green and the version of the archetype is presented in
orange.
In order to build the archetypes a variety of data types are needed to enable the
recording of clinical information. The basic data types used in the master thesis
are listed below:

14
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• Text data types: Free text and coded text.
• Temporal data types: Date, time and interval.
• Quantity data types: Quantity , proportion , count and ordinal.
A single archetype contains a set of discrete data elements that are linked to a
specific clinical topic. This makes the archetype manageable, limits its size and
gives it clear boundaries. [13].
The archetype for blood pressure measurement can be taken as an example to explain archetypes further. It is an archetype of the archetype class ENTRY , the activity is an observation, and contains data elements which are relevant for a blood
pressure measurement. This archetype contains a data model, a state model, a
protocol model and an event model, each subsequent model is used to explain
the measurement in a structured way.
• The data model contains the core information about the measurement such
as systolic and diastolic pressure.
• The state model contains information about the patients physical state during the measurement, e.g. the position of the patient at the time of the
measurement, confounding factors that can have an impact of the measurement, the patients sleep status and so on.
• The protocol model records information on how the measurement was performed, which cuff size that was used, on which arm the measurement was
done, which method that was used and the type of device.
• The event model contain is used to record the timing of the measurement
as a point in time or an interval. [14]
A mind-map of the blood pressure archetype is shown in Figure 3.3. As can be
seen, each data element has an icon on the left side of its name. This icon represent the data type used for recording information. For the systolic and diastolic
data element a quantity data type is used. In this case it is restricted to only use
the unit mm[Hg] since it is the standard unit for blood pressure measurements.
When developing an archetype the definition should be kept broad and the constraints to a minimum to maximise the use.[5]. All possible data elements that
could be useful for a clinical area should be incorporated. In other words the
archetype should contain the maximum data set thinkable for the specific area.
Data elements that are not used for a specific template can then be put out instead of creating a template that miss certain elements.
To keep archetypes generic an archetype can contain slots for other archetypes.
Take the blood pressure archetype example again, shown in Figure 3.3. Connected to the protocol model is a data element called Devices. This is a slot for

Archetypes

Figure 3.3: Mind-map of the blood pressure archetype from the Clinical Knowledge Manager. The icon on the left side of
each data element describe which data type is build with.

3.2
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another archetype, a cluster archetype, and the constrains on the Device data element is that it only accepts a specific archetype: the medical device archetype. The
medical device archetype has data elements for recording specific details on what
kind of device that was used. The medical device archetype can be used in other
archetype as well and is not bound to the blood pressure measurement. In this
way the archetypes can be limited in size and connect to other archetypes in templates.
An archetype can also be specialised. The specialisation of an archetype allows a
new child archetype to be defined with all the content inherited from its parent.
In a specialisation new elements can be added, nodes can be renamed, coded lists
can be added and value sets can be changed to mention a few things. The idea
behind this is to facilitate the use of an international archetype at a local level.
[5]

3.3

Templates

Through a template, archetypes can be utilised to record clinical information in
practice. They are created by assembling archetypes from an archetype library
into a greater usable structure called an Operational Template (OPT). [13]
The use of templates enables three functions:
1. Aggregation of multiple archetypes into larger structures, the archetypes
work as building blocks for the final template.
2. Selection of which data elements from the chosen archetypes that should
remain in the final structure. This can be done through removal of elements
not needed and by cloning data elements.
3. Further narrow the remaining constraints on data elements to fit the usecase scenario. [13]
Data elements can be cloned or extinguished in a way that corresponds directly
to the intended use-case. A template can contain a vast number of archetypes,
but only utilise a chosen number of data elements from each, thus having the
effect of building a small data set from a large number of data elements defined
in the original archetypes. [13]
To be able to use the final template the archetypes need to be assembled in a
certain way. Firstly, a COMPOSITION archetype needs to be chosen since it works
as a container for the whole template. When a suitable COMPOSITION is chosen,
a SECTION archetype followed by an ENTRY archetype is next. When these steps
are done the template can be filled with CLUSTER archetypes. These classes are
explained in Section 3.2. Depending on the use-case of the template different
types of archetypes can be chosen and the data elements needed can be saved.
If the template gets too big to handle, several smaller templates can be created
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from cluster archetypes and later be embedded in the larger template. This way,
smaller sub-templates can be created and then assembled into a final template,
which facilitates the work.
When working with a template in ADL Designer (described in Section 6.1) it is
presented in a tree structure. The different data elements can easily be renamed,
removed, cloned or further constrained by clicking on different icons until the
template is ready. Then the template can be exported as an OPT-file and later
imported in a tool where the layout and presentation of the template can be managed.

3.4

Forms

The last step before using the template in a graphical user interface (GUI) application is to transform the template to a screen form. This can be done through
a form building tool utilised to automatically create a form description from a
template definition.
The form is completely or partially generated from the template. By partial
means that the form builder in itself offers opportunities to add, for example,
headers and buttons. During the screen form development the presentation and
layout of the whole template are designed. Examples of actions that can be made
are:
• Decide how parameters (data elements) should be answered–with radio buttons, a drop-down list or button groups.
• Set dependencies between certain parameters or whole clusters.
• Decide how parameters should be presented, e.g. in columns or frames.
• Add additional information for certain parameters such as tooltips or placeholders.
• Decide if a parameter should be read-only or hidden.
• Decide the multiplicity of a parameter or cluster.
• Decide the sizes of labels, fields and its layout.
To get standardised answer-options, terminology lists containing the options can
be linked to the template instead of creating value sets in the template or archetype.
One way to create such terminology lists is to create Comma-Separated Values
(CSV) files which can be uploaded to a local server and reached through a link
from the form builder. By establishing terminology bindings to standardised
answer-options in the form, the CSV file can be updated separately if needed.
The advantage of using terminology lists in the template is that the final report
or statement become more standardised.
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OpenEHR in a more comprehensible way

To summarise the previous sections, Figure 3.4 illustrates how the reference model,
archetypes, templates and terminology connect to each other in a more understandable way.

Figure 3.4: An illustration to easier comprehend how the reference model,
archetypes, templates and terminology are connected to each other. (Image
created by Marand and approved for use in this report by Andraž Koželj.)
In Figure 3.4 the different parts of openEHR are described in the form of LEGO.
The foundation on which archetypes and templates can be build are the RM. RM
corresponds to a variety of different LEGO bricks. These LEGO bricks can in turn
be assembled in various ways but there are only a few combinations that bring
meaning to a clinician in the form of archetypes. The archetypes corresponds to
different building parts for a specific car model, just like the archetypes for the
macroscopic and microscopic breast examination are building parts for an overall
breast examination. When all the building parts of the car has been assembled, a
car is created. The car here represent a final template. Depending on the use-case
for the template it can be represented by other creations.

4

SNOMED CT

SNOMED CT stand for Systematised Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms,
and was first released in January 2002, it replaced all previous legacy versions of
SNOMED. The pathology laboratory at RÖ today uses SNOMED 2 encoding but
has started the process of switching over to SNOMED CT. The previous versions
include:
• SNOP, Systematized Nomenclature of Pathology, was published 1965 by
College of American Pathologists in order to describe anatomy and morphology.
• SNOMED, Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine, was published 1975 to
meet the growing needs of medicine.
• SNOMED 2 was published 1979 and became the most adopted version at
the time.
• SNOMED 3.x, known under the name SNOMED International, was published 1993 had its final release 1998.
• SNOMED Reference Terminology, SNOMED RT, was first published 2000
and had its final release 2001. [15]

4.1

SNOMED CT

SNOMED CT is a clinical health care terminology, which is systematical and organised as well as computer processable and it aims to make clinical documentation consistent, unambiguous and effective. By structuring the information in
a uniform manner, increased uniqueness and quality can be achieved, which decrease the risk of different interpretation of a patients record between different
19
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care settings. SNOMED CT enables IT-systems to interpret and transfer structured information correctly, which gives semantic interoperability. [6]
SNOMED CT is represented by different types of components. The components
important for this thesis are described below.

• Concepts–They represent clinical ideas and can be seen as the anchor for
meaning. Each concept is represented by a unique numerical code, called
concept ID. [6]

• Descriptions–Descriptions are human readable terms used to express the
meaning of a concept. Each concept can have several related descriptions
where each of the descriptions represent the same clinical meaning. One
description is seen as preferred and the others are seen as synonyms. Each
description has a unique numerical code–a description ID. [6]

• Relationships–Relationships links concept to other relatable concepts, through
the |is a| relationship. Concepts are organised and linked together from a
general expression to a high level of detail through the relationship component. In addition to the |is a| relationship there are also attribute relationships. These kind of relationships are used to enhance the definition of the
source concept by linking concepts form other hierarchies, with a defined
characteristics, to the source concept. [6]

SNOMED CT consists of 19 different top hierarchies, each of these connected to
the root concept |SNOMED CT concept|. Within these hierarchies the SNOMED
CT concepts are organised. Each of the 19 hierarchies contains its own subordinate concepts linked through the |is a| relationship and organised from a general level to a more detailed level. An example of the |is a| relationship can be
described with the concepts: |bacterial pneumonia| and |virus-caused pneumonia|, which both has the |is a| relationship to the concept |infectious pneumonia|
which in turn has the |is a| relationship to the more general concept |pneumonia|.
[6] Figure 4.1 illustrates how the |is a| and attribute relationships connect to each
other.
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Figure 4.1: The different relationships associate concepts to each other, both
in the same hierarchy and between hierarchies. The concepts injury of tibia
and fracture of lower limb, from the same hierarchy, is linked to the the concept fracture of tibia through the |is a| relationship. The concepts fractures
and bone structure of tibia, from other hierarchies, are linked to the concept
fracture of tibia through the attribute relationships associated morphology and
finding site.
Each of the SNOMED CT concepts and descriptions are identified through a
SNOMED CT Identifier, a concept ID or a description ID called SCTID. This
identifier does not hold any information connected to the meaning of the concept or description, meaning that it is not possible to interpret anything from the
numeric code. Instead, the meaning of a concept is determined by its associated
descriptions that include a human readable term and its relationships to other
concepts. Even though the SCTID does not provide any meaning to a concept
the SCTID have a structure that provides valuable information. It consists of a
item identifier followed by a partition identifier and finally a check digit. The
partition identifier reveals if it is a concept, a description or a relationship. [16]

4.2

Mapping SNOMED 2 codes to SNOMED CT

In order to perform a mapping between SNOMED CT and an earlier version of
SNOMED, a mapping file between the specified version and SNOMED CT is required. These mapping files are provided by the National Health Service (NHS)
in the United Kingdom. [17]
The mapping file is published as static data and can be viewed in the form of
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an Excel sheet. Static data means that no mapping to SNOMED CT can be consider future proof due to the fact that map targets can become inactive in future
versions of SNOMED CT. Therefore mappings need to be regularly revised to account for that possibility. [17]
The mapping file contains all legitimate map source combinations of SNOMED
2’s legacy code, original term and synonym and map each of these combinations
to exactly one SNOMED CT concept identifier which carries the same meaning.
If no equivalent concept exists this is marked with the string \_NOMAP.If the
exact legacy term also exists as a valid synonym for the specified SNOMED CT
map target, the SNOMED CT description identifier is also provided for that term.
If the term matches the map target exactly, the description indicator field is left
blank.
The mapping file contains a table with several columns, the headers of interest
are described below:
• MAPID: A unique identifier for the association between a SNOMED 2 Legacy
concept identifier (Legacy ID) + Legacy Term and the SNOMED CT map target.
• LEGACYID: The SNOMED 2 code in its standard formatting.
• LEGACY_TERMTYP: Can be either P or S.Pstands for preferred Legacy
term for a Legacy ID (one per Legacy ID). S means that the Legacy Term is
a synonym for the Legacy ID (a Legacy ID can have several synonyms)
• LEGACY_TERM: A human readable clinical term associated with the Legacy
ID.
• MAPTYPE: Describe the mapping between Legacy ID + Legacy Term and
SNOMED CT’s Concept ID. The notation used are:
Match , Broad->Narrow , Narrow->Broad or Retired.
• MAPCAUTION: Can be marked as T or V.If marked with T it means that
within SNOMED 2, the Legacy ID maps to different SNOMED CT Concept
IDs depending on the Legacy Term used.
• CONCEPTID: Component identifier for SNOMED CT concepts. It has the
same meaning as the Legacy ID and Legacy Term combination.
• DESCRIPTIONID: Component identifier for a SNOMED CT description
that is identical to Legacy Term from the SNOMED 2 version and is a valid
synonym of the Concept ID map target.
• FULLYSPECIFIEDNAME: A standard description for the Concept ID map
target.
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• CONCEPTID2: A component identifier for an additional SNOMED CT concept that should be used together with the Concept ID to fully represent
the same meaning as the Legacy ID and Legacy Term combination. A blank
string means that no additional concepts is required.
• MAPSTATUS: Describes the status of the mapping.

0= inactive and 1 = Active.
• IS_ASSURED: Marked with 0, 1 or 2 depending on the assurance statuses
for the map.
With these mapping files the migration from earlier versions of SNOMED to
SNOMED CT can be facilitated.

5

The breast specimen’s way from
surgery to diagnosis
Each year the pathology department at RÖ receive around 80 000 referrals for
different types of specimen that needs to be examined and diagnosed. This is
usually done through RÖ’s internal referral system called Remiss och Svar (ROS),
which is a system for electronic orders and responses for laboratory analyses. In
this chapter the breast specimen’s way from surgery to the morphological diagnosis will be described together with how the documentation is done. The knowledge about this process was obtained by the author by following personnel at the
pathology department in their daily work. It is worth noticing that this kind of
processes can differ between institutes.

5.1

From surgery to the pathology department

The surgery of a patient is always preceded by a multidisciplinary conference
where pathologists, oncologists, surgeons, radiologists agree on the best method
to handle the cancer and help the patient. When a breast specimen has been
surgically removed from a patient, the surgical department writes a referral to
the pathology department through the ROS system, requesting examination and
diagnosis. The specimen is then sent and delivered to the pathology department
where it is registered by a biomedical analyst and assigned a specific code. This
code is the specimen ID. Histopathological materials, such as breast specimens,
are, if possible, sent fresh chilled with ice from the operating room to the pathology department. A freshly cut material provides better fixation and the possibility of extending the bio bank with fresh tissue. If the tumour consists of a
non-palpable lump–if it is just soft tissue–and if an indication of the tumour
has been performed in connection with the operation, with sutures or additional
methods, the specimen is X-rayed for optimal orientation and facilitation of the
macroscopic examination. After registration, the specimen’s resection margins
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are marked in different colours to specify its anatomical location (blue - cranial,
green - caudal, red - medial, yellow - lateral and black - deep/posterior direction)
and then sectioned before it is fixated in formalin. The fixation is done to stop
the cells in the tissue from changing after surgical removal. To further examine
the specimen it has to be fully fixated. This can take between 24-72 h depending
on size.

5.2

Macroscopic examination

When fully fixated, the specimen undergoes a macroscopic examination performed
by either a biomedical analyst, a biologist or a pathologist. During the examination the specimen is photographed (or in some cases sketched by hand), measured, investigated and divided into smaller parts. The smaller parts are placed
in specific specimen containers marked with the specimen ID and additional
number and letter codes to keep track of the containers and their origin. When
performing the macroscopic examination there are two different static templates
that can be utilised at RÖ: one for healthy (benign) tissue specimen that are routine examined and one for tissue specimen with suspected cancer (malign), see
Figure 5.1 and 5.2. All surgically removed tissues are examined at the pathology
department. Healthy tissue specimen can for example origin from breast reductions or gender reassignment. During the macroscopic examination at RÖ, the
following parameters are documented:
• Information from referral.
• Specimen dimensions and the size of skin (if present).
• Additional specimen details.
• Distance from suspected tumour centre to mamill.
• Colour markings .
• Distance from tumour periphery to coloured resection margins.
• Additional relevant findings.
These parameters are documented through static templates that are free-text
based and composed out of headings. Under each heading there are predetermined parameters where the expected response is marked with a percentage sign.
During the documentation it is also possible to delete the template headings and
write free-text, although this is not preferable in the sense of standardised and
structured reporting, see Chapter 2. The macroscopic templates are shown in
figure 5.1 and figure 5.2 below.

5.2

Macroscopic examination
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Figure 5.1: Template for healthy breast specimens used at the pathology
department at RÖ (in Swedish).
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Figure 5.2: Template for breast specimen with suspected cancer used at the
pathology department at RÖ (in Swedish).

5.3

Preparations before the microscopic examination

In order for the pathologist to perform the microscopic examination (i.e., the morphological examination) the containers containing specimen needs to go through
some preparations steps. First of all the specimen needs to be dehydrated. This
is done to ensure that all liquid is removed. The dehydrated containers are then
ready for paraffin embedding. When the paraffin embedding is finished the paraffin blocks are sent for sectioning, to produce thin slices of the specimen. The
sectioning of the paraffin block is manual work and requires professional skill
since specimen slices produced are extremely thin and fragile. These slices are
then mounted on a microscope slide. Each microscope slide gets a label with the
specimen ID and its additional container coding. The slides are then stained for
immunohistochemistry (IHC) and biomarker testing and finally photographed
and scanned. In that way the pathologist can view the morphology digitally in
addition to using a microscope.

5.4

Microscopic examination

5.4
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Microscopic examination

During the microscopic examination the pathologist study the morphological appearance and pattern of the tissue to decide the tumour type and set a morphological diagnosis. According to Hanahan, D and Weinberg, R.A. [18] there are
six hallmarks of cancer that involves biological capabilities acquired during the
development of a human tumour. These hallmarks include the capability to: sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth suppressors, resisting cell death
which enables replicative immortality, inducing of angiogenesis, and activation
of invasion and metastasis. The underlying cause that nurtures these hallmarks
is genome instability which produces the genetic diversity that expedites their
progress, and inflammation, which fosters various hallmark functions. [18] During the microscopic examination the pathologist utilise IHC and biomarkers in
order investigate these hallmarks through some diagnostic key factors, which will
be described in the following sections.

5.4.1

Malignancy grading

The malignancy grading of an invasive tumour is made trough an assessment
of the appearance of the tumour cells according to the Nottingham Histological
Grading (NHG) system. [19] The NHG system is used by assigning scores from
1-3 to different morphological properties, the total score then represent a degree
of malignancy. Scores between 3-5 are equal to grade 1 (highly differentiated),
5-7 are equal to grade 2 (intermediate differentiated) and scores between 8-9 are
equal to grade 3 (low differentiated). The morphological properties analysed are:
Tubular formation, Nuclear pleomorphism and Mitotic count. Histological grading
for cancer in situ is done only by assessing nuclear pleomorphism. [7]
• Tubular formation represent the ability to form tubular formations within
invasive carcinoma cells. Score 1 corresponds to tubular formation in >75%
of the tumour, score 2 to tubular formation in 10-75% of the tumour and
score 3 to <10% of tubular formation in the tumour. [7]
• Nuclear pleomorphism describes the appearance of the cell nuclei.
– Small regular cell nuclei and low size variability and a slight deviation
from the normal breast epithelium correspond to score 1.
– Enlarged cell nuclei, moderate size variability and moderate deviation
from that of the normal breast epithelium correspond to score 2.
– Large irregular cell nuclei, high size variability and a pronounced deviation from the normal breast epithelium correspond to score 3.
[7]
• Mitotic count is the counting of mitoses within the most proliferative and
atypical areas, so-called hot spot. These areas are usually located in the
periphery of the tumour. The number of unique mitoses in the field of view
is counted and summed. The visual field diameter also plays a roll in the
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scoring. An example is: If the field diameter is 0.54 mm, <8 mitoses gives
score 1, 8-16 mitoses gives score 2 and >16 mitoses corresponds to score 3.
[7]
The result of this assessment are currently reported under the parameter Histologisk grad in Figure 5.3 and under the header HISTOLOGISK GRAD (NGH) in
the in Figure 5.4.

5.4.2

Biomarker testing and immunohistochemistry

This section intend to describe how and why biomarker testing and IHC are used
during the microscopic examination.
Oestrogen and Progesterone receptors

The goal of receptor determination is to predict the clinical response to hormonal
treatment. [7] Healthy breast epithelial cells have receptors for both oestrogen
and progesterone and proliferate under their influence. If these hormone levels
are elevated, they can stimulate the tumour to grow. By blocking these hormones
pharmaceutically the growth of the tumour can be prevented or slowed down.
[20] This assessment is done by analysing the degree of nuclear staining in the
tumour cells. It is reported as an estimated proportion of positive tumour cells
and the cut-off value used is 10%. If the estimated proportion of positive nuclei
are under 10% it is seen as a negative result and if the estimated proportion is
10% or above it is seen as positive result. In order for the result to be interpreted
statistically the result is reported as a percentage. [7]
Proliferation marker Ki-67

Ki-67 is a nuclear protein and a marker for cell proliferation and is found in the
whole cell cycle. This analyse is done to divide patients into groups regarding the
prognostic outcome. During the assessment the pathologist looks at an area with
at least 200 cells and count the percentage of positive cells. Ki-67 positive cells
are brown and negative cells are blue. The percentage of positive cells is then
reported. [20] There is no international agreement on cut-off limits, but at RÖ
the result is expressed in percent in hot spots and the local cut-off values used
are: low expression <14%, intermediate 14-19%, high ≥ 20%.
Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 (HER2)

Around 15% to 20% of breast tumours overexpress the human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2 (HER2). The overexpression of protein is often due to gene
amplification. By evaluating the HER2 status patients which would benefit from
anti-HER2 therapy can be identified. The HER2 status is determined by assessing
protein expression on the membrane of tumour cells using IHC. [20] The membrane staining strength and distribution is assessed and reported as 0, 1+, 2+ or
3+.
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If the result of the IHC is reported as 2+ or 3+ , HER2 In Situ Hybridisation
(ISH) is performed to investigate the HER2 gene amplification. The assessment
of the ISH is reported as amplified, not amplified, equivocal or not performed.
[7] The result depends on the ratio between the number of HER2 and chromosome enumeration probe 17 (CEP17) gene copies present in the cells. [20] These
parameters should also be reported.

5.4.3

Tumour size and extent

During the microscopic examination the tumour size (or sizes) are measured microscopically. The greatest dimension of the largest invasive tumour is measured
and reported along with its additional two dimensions. It is important that the
measurement is not rounded down to ensure that the tumour is not miscategorized during the tumour classification later on, which influences the treatment
and prognosis. [21] The extent of the cancer area is also reported, it describes the
collected size of all invasive tumours and in situ areas together.

5.4.4

Resection margins

To ensure that all the tumour tissue has been surgically removed the pathologist
looks at the resection margins of the specimen. If tumour cells are found in a
resection margin this could indicate that an additional surgery has to be done.
The pathologist measure the smallest distance from the tumour to a resection
margin and report this distance together with the specified anatomical direction
connected to the resection margin.

5.4.5

Vascular invasion

Lymphovascular invasion is of interest due to its connection to local recurrence
and reduced survival rate for the patients. This should be documented as: present,
not identified or cannot be determined. Invasion of the pectoralis muscle and
skin are also of interest because it affects the tumour classification. [21]

5.4.6

Metastasis

If the specimen contains lymph nodes these are counted and examined one by one
for metastasis. The amount of lymph nodes with metastases is reported together
with the size of the metastases. Macrometastases are >2 mm and micrometastases
are >0.2 mm to 2 mm and/or >200 cells. The information about lymph node
metastases are taken into account during tumour classification. [21]

5.4.7

Diagnosis

When all the previous steps are done, the pathologist create a pathology report
with the obtained information and sets a morphological diagnosis. At RÖ this di-
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agnosis is done with SNOMED 2 encoding for topography (laterality and anatomical location) and morphological abnormality. The information is then sent back
to the surgical department via ROS.

5.4.8

Templates for microscopic examination

In Figures 5.3 and 5.4 the static templates for the microscopic examination are
shown. During an examination the pathologist either document the findings or
dictate it. If a pathologist dictates the clinical findings, the recording is transferred to a care administrator who completes the report. When the care administrator is finished with the report, the pathologist checks what has been written
and then signs it.
The registered data is stored as free-text and formatted in a structured way (if
the static templates has been utilised), but does not store structured data (the difference is explained in Chapter 2). In cases where a template has not been used
in the reporting, the report can become a single piece of text, without headings
or space. These types of reports can be difficult to read and it takes longer time
to find specific parameters. It also entails the risk that important parameters are
not documented. A template does not only provides a structured and standardised report–it can also work as a checklist and provide a standardised workflow
for the pathologist.

Figure 5.3: Template for breast specimen with cancer in situ used at the
pathology department at RÖ (in Swedish).

5.5

Reporting of cancer
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Figure 5.4: Template for breast specimen with invasive cancer used at the
pathology department at RÖ (in Swedish).

5.5

Reporting of cancer

When a cancer diagnosis is set in Sweden it has to be registered. At RÖ the
surgical department are responsible for register new breast cancer cases to The
National Quality Registry for Breast Cancer (Swedish: Nationellt Kvalitetsregister för bröstcancer). This registration is made partly from the pathology report.
When registering, there are predetermined parameters to be reported as the surgeon’s department reads from the pathology report. If the pathology report does
not contain all these parameters, the registration will not be complete. When the
registration is done registrars at the Regional Cancer Centrum uses this information together with the pathology report to register the case in the Swedish Cancer
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Register (Swedish: Cancerregistret). The difference between the two registers is
explained in the Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2

5.5.1

The National Quality Registry for Breast Cancer

The National Quality Registry for Breast Cancer contains all data about specific
breast cancer cases. This includes pre- and postoperative diagnosis, tumour data,
surgery information, given treatment, waiting times, recurrence rate and longand short-term complications. [22] The purpose of this register is to follow the
breast cancer disease from a clinical aspect. How the cancer is detected, treated
and the result of that, and to identify any regionally or local differences in detection and treatment of cancer. With this information it is possible to compare
the results to quality goals set up by specialists in the area and to see connections between tumour properties and the outcome of treatments and change in
the disease over time. [23]

5.5.2

Swedish Cancer register

The Swedish cancer register is managed by the National Board of Health and
Welfare and its purpose is to map cancer disease occurrences and its change over
time. It serves as a source for statistics, health planning, research and enables
international, national and demographical comparison. [24]

Part II

Implementation and Results
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Method

An important part of this master thesis and the foundation of the dynamic template was to chart the pathology department’s workflow regarding breast specimen and how the associated clinical findings are reported. This knowledge
was obtained by an introduction to the pathology laboratory by following both
biomedical analysts and pathologists in their daily work. Along with the introduction to the pathology department a literature study was also performed in the
beginning of the thesis on the areas breast pathology, openEHR and SNOMED CT.
When the introduction part was over the templates used by the pathology department was studied and discussed with a biomedical analysts and a pathologists. This to get an overview on all the parameters used, how they are reported
and why, what was missing and their thoughts on what the dynamic template
would contain and how it would work. Protocol templates for breast cancer from
the College of American Pathologists was also studied and compared to the currently used ones to get ideas on how the modelling could be performed. The
modelling part was further discussed with the supervisors at RÖ through meetings and emails.

6.1

Tools

This section intend to describe the different tools utilised for creating the dynamic template.
• Clinical Knowledge Manager (CKM): CKM is a part of openEHR and is
an international clinical knowledge resource, found online, for collaborative development and publishing of archetypes and templates. It is an active community where motivated individuals work for an open and international way to share clinical informatics. The involvement in CKM is on a
37
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voluntary basis and all content is open source. The CKM work as a library
for archetypes and templates and supports the development of archetypes
through a review and publication process. This tool was used to search for
suitable archetypes that contained data elements necessary for the reporting on breast cancer. It was also used for understanding how archetypes
are assembled and the process of creating new ones.
• ADL Designer: ADL Designer is a web-based archetype development tool
created by the company Marand, and it was used to create and specialise
archetypes. ADL stands for Archetype Definition Language and is the formal
language used for expressing archetypes. The tool was also used to build
the template and its sub-templates. When a template has been created it
is exported as an opt file (operational template) to later import in Marands
Form Builder.
• Form Builder: The Form Builder from Marand is just like the ADL Designer, described above, a web-based tool. It is utilised to automatically
create a form description from a template definition. The Form Builder
was used to set dependencies between data elements in the template and
to design its presentation. The dependencies was modelled by using an embedded dependency function and dependencies that required mathematical operations were modelled with Java Script.

6.2

Modelling of archetypes

To be able to start sketching on the modelling part, suitable archetypes were
searched for in CKM. At the pathology department the documenting process is
divided into two parts–a macroscopic part and a microscopic part. An archetype
for the macroscopic part was not found but a microscopic archetype was found,
called Microscopic findings - Breast cancer. An email was sent to the
CMK community requesting more information regarding this archetype. The
response stated that the archetype was created around 2010 and that it was
outdated. After obtaining that knowledge the first thought was to create new
archetypes for the macroscopic and the microscopic parts in Swedish. However,
to be able to put together a template all archetypes utilised would have to be in
Swedish. After understanding that the translation process can be long and is not
made over a night the decision to create the macroscopic archetype in English
was taken.
There were no available how-to-guides regarding the ADL Designer tool, so the
archetypes were built and specialised through a trial-and-error method along
with help from the supervisors at RÖ. The content in the archetypes was discussed with the pathology department in several rounds to understand how to
best model the archetypes. Practical modelling issues were discussed and tested
together with the supervisors at RÖ to find the best solution that worked both for
the pathology department and the modelling program.

6.2

Modelling of archetypes

6.2.1
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Macroscopic archetype

The macroscopic breast examination archetype was built by using the currently
used static templates for the macroscopic examination as a foundation. It was
expanded through discussions with biomedical analysts and pathologists at RÖ
and by reviewing the guideline documents that exist. The idea with the created
archetype was that it should function as a skeleton with cluster slots for further
linking to other archetypes in order to keep it relatively small. For data elements
that could not be found in other archetypes, new ones were created. Depending
on how different parameters are reported, different data types were chosen to best
match the reporting requirements. A mind-map of the macroscopic archetype
can be seen in Figure 6.1. The used data types are presented below each data element in the mind map. The five elements connected to the blue box in the middle represent different clusters which themselves contain either data elements
or more clusters. The Tumour properties cluster, on the left side, contain cluster
slots under the element Tumour dimension and Distance from tumour periphery to
resection margins. The cluster archetypes that can be linked to these are:
• Physical properties of an object –the purpose of this archetype is
to record physical properties of an object. It contains quantity data types
for height, length and width used to document the suspected tumours dimensions.
• Tumour - Surgical resection margins –the purpose of this archetype
is to describe details of the surgical resection margins involvement of a suspected tumour. It is intended to record if a tumour is present or absent in
the resection margins. If a tumour is present, the area of the tumour involvement is described. If the tumour is absent from the resection margin,
the distance from the resection margin of the tumour is recorded.
On the left side in Figure 6.1, the cluster Breast specimen properties also contain
data elements with cluster slots for further linking. They are Specimen type, Specimen laterality, Specimen dimensions and Skin dimensions. The cluster archetypes
that can be linked to these are:
• Specimen –the purpose of this archetype include recording details about
a specimen collected from an individual.
• Anatomical location –its purpose is to identify and record structured
details about a physical site on or within the human body, such as the laterality of a breast specimen.
• Physical properties of an object –described above.
The Tumour - Surgical resection margins archetype was constrained to
only record one measurement of a resection margin. To be able to document measurements of each of the different resection margins from a suspected tumour, a
change request in CKM was made and later updated. The archetype has not been
approved and published since the process can take a long time due to several
review processes and that the thesis work is limited in time.
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Figure 6.1: A mind-map view of the created cluster archetype intended to record findings during the macroscopic part of
the examination.
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Microscopic archetype

The microscopic archetype already contained a lot of useful data elements, so
instead of creating a new one the existing one was specialised. Data elements
that was not needed in the reporting of breast specimen could be extinguished
in the template later on. The specialisation of the already existing archetype for
microscopic breast examination Microscopic findings - Breast cancer
consisted of adding data elements, modifying certain response parameters and
changing which archetypes that could be included in the cluster slots (due to outdated cluster versions). In order for the microscopic part to record all parameters
that exist in the currently used templates, some data element were added. In addition to these, a few more data elements were added to match the parameters
required for the registration of tumours by the registers. Where and which data
elements that were added are described below:
• Adding data elements in the NHG section (see Section 5.4.1) for:
– Number of mitoses per 10 high-power fields.
– Diameter of microscopic field.
– Total NHG score.
• Adding data elements for recording of additional ISH parameters (see Section 5.4.2) such as:
– Average numer of HER2 and CEP17 signal cells.
– The

H ER2
CEP 17

ratio.

– Number of invasive tumour cells counted during the assessment of
HER2 and CEP17 signal cells.
• Adding data elements for recording the presence and results regarding Ki67 (see Section 5.4.2) under the cluster Hormone Receptor assays.
• Adding of data elements for:
– Invasive tumour type.
– Cancer in situ type.
– Description of tumour appearance.
– Invasiveness of the tumour.
Constrains were also performed on some answer-options to match the answers to
the ones used in the cancer registry process. In order to illustrate how large the
microscopic archetype is the archetype is shown as a mind-map in Figure 6.2. It
is difficult to discern what is in the different parts, but the mind-map is shown
mostlyto convey the size of the archetype.
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Figure 6.2: A mind-map view of the archetype for the microscopic part of
the examination. The mind-map is barely readable but is shown to convey
the size of the archetype.

6.3

Assembly of template
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Assembly of template

During the assembling, the dynamic template became too big to handle in a comprehensive way. Sub-templates for the macroscopic and the microscopic parts
were created and then embedded in the larger template structure through cluster
slots. The different parts of the dynamic template are described in the following
sections.

6.3.1

Template structure

When assembling the template a composition archetype was needed to contain
all information about the breast examination. The composition archetype used
was the Result Report . It is a generic archetype used to carry information
about test result of a stand-alone test, assessment or a group of related results.
A common use-case is a specimen related pathology or laboratory test result,
which matches the intended use for the dynamic template. Within the composition the section archetype Diagnostic Report was chosen due to its heading
Laboratory Test Results. This section archetype’s purpose is to provide a
framework and design guidance for a consistent modelling of diagnostic test results in a template. Under its heading Laboratory Test Results there was
a cluster slot for Test Results which the cluster archetype Histopathology
Findings was linked. To be able to connect the sub-templates, for the macroscopic and the microscopic sub-templates, the cluster was cloned i.e. duplicated.
The Histopathology Findings archetype’s is used to record clinical findings
and interpretation of histopathology examinations performed on tissues.
The construction of the outer structure of the template is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
The blue boxes represent the archetypes used and the black text without boxes
represent data elements within archetypes. The sub-templates, marked with orange boxes, for the macroscopic and microscopic examination was created in order for easier management of the final template. By using sub-templates these
were managed as stand-alone templates which facilitated the work.
The archetypes used in the larger template structure listed with their Archetype
ID:
•

openEHR-EHR-COMPOSITION.report-result.v1

• openEHR-EHR-SECTION.diagnostic_reports.v1
• openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.laboratory_test_result.v0
• openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.histopathology_findings.v0
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the dynamic template. Blue boxes represent
archetypes used, the black text without boxes represent data elements within
archetypes and at the bottom the linking to the sub-templates are shown.

6.4

Sub-templates

The sub-templates were created from the macroscopic and microscopic archetypes
and were embedded in the larger template structure through cluster slots. During the creation of the templates all suitable cluster archetypes found in CKM
was linked in. The different archetypes used are described below together with
an explanation of why these were chosen:
•

openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.macroscopy_breast_carnicoma.v0

6.4

Sub-templates

•
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openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.microscopy_breast_carcinoma-Test2.v1

The created archetype for the macroscopic examination and the specialised archetype
for the microscopic examination were used as the foundation for the two subtemplates. Through these other cluster archetypes was connected.
•

openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.specimen.v0

The specimen archetype was used in the macroscopic part in order to obtain its
data element Specimen Type, to in a structured way record which type of specimen
that is being examined. To this element a value set of answer-options was created.
The value-set contain different specimen types defined by the KVAST-group.
•

openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.anatomical_location.v1

The anatomical location archetype was used in the macroscopic part with the
intention to specify the breast specimen’s laterality and was linked into the specimen archetype under its cluster slot Specimen laterality.
•

openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.physical_properties.v0

The archetype for physical properties was used both in the macroscopic and microscopic template to record measurements related to dimensions and distances.
It is used to describe:
– The dimension of the specimen.
– The size of skin, if present.
– The distance from tumour centre to mamill.
– The extent of the cancer area–both for invasive tumours and cancer in
situ.
– The dimensions of the tumour/tumours.
•

openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.tumour_resection_margins.v0

The archetype for tumour resection margins was used in both sub-templates to
record measurements related to the resection margins. In the macroscopic part
it was used to record the distances from each resection margin to the tumour
to specify the tumours location within the breast specimen. In the microscopic
part it is used to record the smallest distance from an invasive or a cancer in situ
area to a resection margin along with a measurement of the extent of the areas
together.
•

openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.lymph_node_metastases.v0

The archetype for lymph node metastases’ purpose is to record details regarding
findings of lymph node metastases as part of microscopic histopathological examination of tissue. The archetype was only used in the microscopic sub-template
with the intention to in a proper way record:
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– The amount of examined lymph nodes.
– The amount of lymph nodes with metastases.
– The size of the metastasis.
– The amount of lymph nodes with macro and micro metastases.
The sub-templates were easily embedded in the larger template structure through
cluster slots. During the development of the template the sub-templates was updated over time as new proposals and thoughts appeared.

6.5

Building the screen form of the dynamic template

When the template was assembled it was exported as an OPT-file (Operational
Template) and imported into the Form Builder (see Section 6.1). In the beginning of the master thesis an earlier version of the Form Builder (EHR Explorer)
was used, which also contained tools for querying which the latter version did
not. During the development of the form several bugs were found and reported
to Marand. The time from reporting a bug until it was fixed was usually quite
quick, but after a while Marand stopped fixing the bugs due to the release of
a new version. When the new version was available the form was rebuilt from
scratch. Bugs found in the new version were also reported and was fixed relatively quickly.
The screen form was built by placing parameters in the desired order and designing how they should be presented to the user. Parameters with predetermined
responses were presented as a drop-down menu, as radio buttons or as a button group depending on what the answer-options looked like. How parameters
should be presented was also discussed with the pathology department due to
the fact that the dynamic template is intended to ultimately be used by them. At
this stage in the design of the template, dependencies between parameters were
also set. This was easily done through selection lists in the tool. Some parameters are answered by setting a score or entering a number of something, which
is then used to answer a later parameter. Simple mathematical operating conditions were created with JavaScript to automatically perform the calculations that
were needed. For example, when grading a invasive tumour by the NHG system,
mitotic count, tubular formation and nuclear pleomorphism are answered by the
scores 1 - 3. These answers where then be summed up automatically and the user
could then select a suitable grading depending of the total sum.
In order to create one dynamic template out of four static templates, dependencies were used to change the appearance of the template depending on what the
user responds to certain parameters. First of all the user is presented to a question regarding the type of examination. If the macroscopic examination is chosen
the microscopic examination part is hidden and vice versa. In the macroscopic
part the template is further changed depending on the type of breast specimen.
In the microscopic part the greatest template change occur depending on the
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type of cancer–is it an invasive cancer or cancer in situ? Additionally to the larger
changes in the template depending on type of specimen and cancer, comment
fields become visible when the predetermined answer options are not enough.

6.6

SNOMED CT

This section describes how SNOMED CT was intended to be used in the final
dynamic template. The mapping between SNOMED 2 and SNOMED CT is also
covered.

6.6.1

The connection to SNOMED CT

During the development of the sub-templates, value-sets for parameters with
predetermined answer-options were developed. For some of these parameters
SNOMED CT terminology lists were created with the corresponding SNOMED
CT concepts. This was done with the intention to obtain a higher degree of standardised answers. With answer-options linked to SNOMED CT, the risk of misinterpretation is further reduced.
Relevant SNOMED CT concepts were found by using the Swedish SNOMED CT
search engine, which was easily reached through the National Board of Health
and Welfare’s web page. [25] When the concepts were gathered CSV-files for each
parameters answer-options were created. The intention of creating terminology
lists was to link them to the dynamic template during the screen form development through a connection to a termionology server at RÖ. In this way, changes
to the list can be made without making changes in the template. Unfortunately
this server link was not established during the thesis work so the connection to
the terminology lists could not be tested.

6.6.2

Mapping of SNOMED 2 codes to SNOMED CT concepts

The pathology department at RÖ currently uses SNOMED 2 encoding for reporting a tumour’s location (topography codes) and type (morphological codes). To
map these codes to corresponding SNOMED CT concepts a mapping file was collected from National Health Service web page. An account had to be created to
download the file–SNOMED Antecedent Versions Data Migration. [26] The mapping file contained mappings from all existing SNOMED 2 codes to corresponding SNOMED CT concepts. For more information about this, see Section 4.2.
An Excel sheet was created where all SNOMED 2 codes for breast cancer pathology were gathered together with its corresponding SNOMED CT concepts. Some
SNOMED 2 codes had been mapped to a broader concept in SNOMED CT and
some did not have a matching target map within SNOMED CT. For the codes
mapped to a broader expression in SNOMED CT, i.e. a more general concept, a
more detailed concept was chosen. For the SNOMED 2 codes that did not have
a match, new SNOMED CT concepts was found through the Swedish SNOMED
CT search engine.
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Testing of dynamic template

The dynamic template was intended to be tested at the pathology department at
RÖ through a test application. The test application would have presented the
template to the user through a GUI, provided the opportunity to drive the template with test patients, set a diagnosis using SNOMED CT and finally saved the
form and presented the final report. Unfortunately, the test application did not
work because of a bug in the form renderer that sends the template to the test
application. Because of this, the template could not be tested in the way it was
intended from the beginning. Instead, the template was presented in the Form
Builder’s preview mode for personnel at the pathology department. During the
presentation, the template was carefully scrutinised, both the macroscopic part
and the microscopic part, and the personnel from the pathology department was
able to come with opinions and amendments.
Due to the non-functioning test application the final appearance of the report
was not able to be seen. But with the help of supervisors and personnel at RÖ,
examples of the final presentation view were created (presented in Chapter 7) to
get an approximate understanding of how it might look.

7

Results and evaluation

This chapter describes the results of the thesis work–the created and specialised
archetypes, the dynamic template and the presentation of the report.

7.1

Archetypes

The archetype created for the macroscopic examination contains data elements
to describe all parameters presented in the static templates. It is the foundation
of the macroscopic part of the dynamic template described in Section 7.2.1. During the presentation of the dynamic template at the pathology department there
were wishes for some additional reporting alternatives that have not been implemented. The additional parameters desired were:
1. Parameters to record diffuse areas that not could be classified as definitive
suspected tumour areas.
2. A measurement parameter to record the distance between possible multiple
tumours.
3. The possibility to put a label on a variety of tumours and its specific associated measurements.
Apart from the desired changes, the pathology department was satisfied with the
macroscopic part of the template and the way to collect data on clinical findings
in a more structured way.
The specialisation of the microscopic archetype seemed to please the pathology
department and cover their needs. The extension of parameters were welcomed
and the solution for automatically summed up fields was appreciated. Likewise,
the possibility of entering a searched-for word and obtaining the answer-options
49
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that match–instead of scrolling in the drop-down menu–was well liked. The specialised archetype is the foundation of the microscopic part of the template described in Section 7.2.2. To obtain future proof archetypes a group of pathologists
need to be involved in the development to assure that all thinkable data elements
needed are included. Neither the macroscopic nor the microscopic archetype
have been reviewed or published.
Additional wishes from the pathology department not directly connected to the
development of the template are presented in Section 8.5

7.2

The dynamic template

The dynamic template is divided into two partsperforma macroscopic and a microscopic part. Which part that should be active is chosen by the user as the first
setting in the template (called "exam type"). The parts are described in more detail in the following sections. The template is presented through figures of the
parameters, the text in the figures is in Swedish, except for some answer-options
in English.

7.2.1

The macroscopic part

When the user has chosen the macroscopic exam type the template only shows
parameters related to the macroscopic exam. The first choice the user has to
make thereafter is whether the template should contain the parameters used for
reporting of healthy tissue or suspected malignancy, see Figure 7.1. If the breast
specimen is examined due to suspected cancer more parameters are shown. The
following figures in this section shows what the template contains after a breast
specimen with suspected cancer has been chosen.

Figure 7.1: The first choice the user has to make is whether the parameters
needed are for a healthy specimen or a specimen with suspected cancer.
The first part to document in the macroscopic part of the template is information
from the referral. This is done by choosing predefined answer-options presented
as button groups, see Figure 7.2. If the parameter Suturmarkering is answered
with Annat, a commentary line appears where the user can describe other markings of the specimen in free-text.
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Figure 7.2: The parameters to document information from the referral presented with predefined answer-options.

Next up is information about the specimen handling and the specimen’s anatomical laterality, shown in Figure 7.3. The parameters Ischemitid and Fixeringstid is
answered by entering the time it took between the surgical removal of the specimen until it was placed in formalin (ischemitid) and the time it was in formalin
(fixeringstid). The parameter Tuschmarkering represent the colouring of the specimen’s resection margins. If the specimen is coloured in a way that deviates from
the standard way the parameter should be answered with Annat. A commentary
line then appears in order for the user to describe the colouring performed in
free-text.
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Figure 7.3: Parameters to record information about the specimen handling.
The breast specimen type is described together with additional information about
its properties as shown in Figure 7.4. Breast specimen type describes the specimen examined, whether it, for example, is a total mastectomy a partial mastectomy (Sektor) or a Sentinel node. The additional information are recorded by
using the predefined answer-options represented by radio buttons.

Figure 7.4: Parameters for recording the specimen type and additional information regarding its properties.
The reporting of the specimen’s size is done in terms of its anatomical location,
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see Figure 7.5. The size is measured through three dimensions and reported by
entering a numerical value larger than zero. If a negative value is entered the field
becomes red and a reminder that the value has to be greater than zero is shown.
If the anatomical orientation cannot be determined, the parameter Anatomisk orientation av preparatet möjlig is answered with Nej and an alternative measurement
appear where the parameters are named Dimension 1,2 and 3, see Figure 7.6. Together with the specimen’s size any skin on the specimen is also recorded. To
show the parameters for the recording of the skin area the parameter Hudklädd
yta has to be answered with Ja, shown in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.5: Recording of the specimen’s size in terms of its anatomical orientation.

Figure 7.6: Recording of the specimen’s size without the knowledge about
its anatomical location.
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Figure 7.7: Recording of the skin area on the specimen.

When the specimen has been examined as a whole it is sliced up for further examination. The slices are carefully studied to find and report the number of
suspected tumours, the tumour appearance and the distance from the suspected
tumour centre to the mamill, see Figure 7.8. The number of suspected tumours is
documented, as an integer. If the number is greater than one an additional parameter is shown, (the parameter is Avstånd mellan misstänkta tumörer, om flera påträffas) and is intended to record the distance between the tumours. The tumour’s
appearance (Tumörutseende) is recorded through predetermined answer-options
presented in a drop-down menu.

Figure 7.8: Parameters to record information about suspected tumours
found in the specimen.

If more than one suspected tumour is found, the parameters in Tumörstorlek (Tumour Size) can be duplicated to match the number of tumours found, to record
several different sizes. The parameters are shown in Figure 7.9. The first parameter Tumörnummer is used to identify the tumour by assigning it a number.
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Figure 7.9: Parameters to record the size of the tumour/tumours found.

The parameters shown in figures 7.10 and 7.11 are used to document the measured distance between the tumour periphery and each of the five possible resection margins. Before measurements are done the user has to document if there
is a tumour present or absent at the resection margin. If a tumour is present the
size of its interference in the resection margin is measured, see Figure 7.10. If it
is absent the distance from the tumour to the resection margin is measured, see
Figure 7.11. The template contains five of these measurements in order to record
the resection margins for the cranial, caudal, medial, lateral and deep/posterior
directions.
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Figure 7.10: Parameters for the recording the size of the tumour’s interference with the resection margin.
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Figure 7.11: Parameters to record the distance between the tumour and the
resection margins.

7.2.2

The microscopic part

When the user choose a microscopic examination, the template present parameters related to this type of examination. The first parameters to be answered
are related to the invasiveness of the cancer and the number of invasive tumours
found microscopically, see Figure 7.12. If there is only an in situ component
present in the specimen the parameters are reduced. The following section will
therefore present parameters related to invasive cancer.

Figure 7.12: Parameters to describe the invasiveness of the cancer. The answer also affect which parameters that will be presented to the user in the
following part of the template.
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When the invasiveness has been answered the next parameters to fill in is the
tumour’s appearance and the tumour type, see Figure 7.13. The standardised
answer-options can be chosen from a drop-down. The drop-down list also provide the possibility to start typing the answer and get a narrowed selection to
choose from. If the answer-options regarding the tumour’s appearance–Tumörutseende–
does not match, the parameter can be answered with Annat. A commentary parameter will appear in that case.

Figure 7.13: Parameters to record the appearance of the tumour and the
tumour type.

The next set of parameters record the NHG which corresponds to the histological grade of the tumour, see Figure 7.14. The three parameters tubular formation,
nuclear pleomorphism and mitoses are reported after evaluating the properties described in Section 5.4.1.
The parameters Antal mitoser/10 HPF and Synfältsdiameter/area motivates the chosen grade for mitoses and are documented as additional information. When the
scores are reported through the radio buttons the parameter Summa poäng automatically sums up the scores. The parameter NGH is based on this score. The
small question mark right next to the parameter name means that a tooltip has
been placed at the NHG parameter to provide the user with information about
the different grades. Scores between 3-5 correspond to Grade 1, 6-7 correspond
to Grade 2 and 8-9 to Grade 3. The last parameter Kommentar gällande histologusk
grad is used for additional comments regarding the histological grade, if needed.
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Figure 7.14: Parameters for recording and calculating the grade of the tumour according to the Nottingham Histological Grade system.

Figure 7.15: Parameters to record the ER and PgR percentage and the result
of the HER2 immunohistochemistry score.
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Figure 7.15 shows a part of the parameters related to the biomarker testing and
IHC. The ER and PgR parameters are reported as an integer and the HER2 IHC
poäng is reported through a button group. The parameters in Figure 7.16 are related to the In Situ Hybridisation which is done if the parameter HER2 IHC poäng,
in Figure 7.15 is answered with 2+ or 3+. If the ISH parameters are not needed
the parameter HER2 ISH resultat can be answered with Not performed through
the drop-down menu. The following parameters then disappears. If needed, the
parameters are all answered with an integer except the parameter HER2/CEP17
ratio which is automatically calculated an presented when the parameters Genomsnittligt antal HER2-signaler per cell and Genomsnittligt antal CEP17-signaler per
cell has been answered.

Figure 7.16: Parameters for the recording of the HER2 In Situ Hybridisation.

The last parameter connected to the biomarker testing and IHC is the Ki-67 proliferation marker parameter. The result of the Ki-67 evaluation is recorded as
an integer. Through the percentage a Ki-67 status is determined, the parameter
Ki67-status (enligt lokala cut-off). As a guideline a place holder with information
has been added to the answer-field. This information can guide the user by stating the cut-off values for different results.
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Figure 7.17: Parameters to record the evaluation of the proliferation marker
Ki-67 and the Ki-67 status.

Figure 7.18: Parameters to record the microscopically measured size of the
largest invasive tumour and the extent of the whole cancer area including
possible cancer in situ components.
The next set of parameters record the size of the invasive tumour, measured microscopically, see Figure 7.18. If there is more than one tumour present, the
largest tumour’s size is recorded. In addition to the tumour size, the extent of
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the invasive cancer area is measured, including any cancer in situ areas. All the
measurements are documented with an integer.
Following the invasive tumour size is the recording of a cancer in situ area, see
Figure 7.19. The first parameter to be answered is if there is such an area present.
If absent, the parameters enclosed by the label Histologisk grad disappears. If
there is an in situ area present the parameters are left as seen in the figure. The
parameter Histologisk typ refers to the histological type of the cancer in situ area
and the standardised answer-options is presented in a drop-down menu. The
parameter Kärngrad refers to nuclear pleomorphism and is recorded through the
radio buttons. Presence of necrosis in the cancer in situ area is recorded through
the parameter Nekros and its associated answer-options. The last two parameters
are used to record an estimated size of the area in two dimensions.

Figure 7.19: Parameters used to record details about a cancer in situ area
outside the invasive tumour area.
The smallest distance between an invasive tumour and an in situ area to a resection margin, as well as the specific resection margin, is documented through the
parameters shown in Figure 7.20. The distance is measured and documented as
an integer and the resection margin that the distance was measured to is docu-
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mented by choosing the specific margin in a drop-down menu.

Figure 7.20: Parameters to record the smallest distance between an invasive
tumour (and an in situ area) to a resection margin as well as the specific
resection margin.

The parameters presented in Figure 7.21 are used for the recording of lymph
node evaluation. The total number of examined lymph nodes are documented followed by the number of examined lymph nodes that contained metastases. The
greatest metastasis, if several is found, is measured and documented through
the parameter Metastasstorlek. The last parameters are Antal lymfkörtlar med
makrometastaser and Antal lymfkörtlar med mikrometastaser, macro metastases refers
to metastases > 2 mm and micro metastases refers to metastases > 0.2 mm and
≤ 2 mm. Information regarding the parameters are placed in tooltips to provide
guidelines for the user.
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Figure 7.21: Parameters regarding the recording of lymph nodes found in
the breast specimen.

The last figure from the microscopic part of the template is presented in Figure
7.22. The answers for the parameters for the occurrence of vascular or skin and
muscle invasion are chosen from predetermined answer-options in the form of
drop-down menus. Before the clinical findings are summed up and a diagnosis
is set the user has the possibility to make an overall comment about the examination through the parameter Övrig kommentar gällande den mikroskopiska undersökningen. The parameter Diagnos (SNOMED CT) is intended to be connected to a
terminology list with SNOMED CT concepts for possible diagnoses which would
work as answer-options.
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Figure 7.22: Parameters to record the occurences of invasion, description of
the clinical findings and a diagnosis.

7.2.3

The presentation of the report

To illustrate how the recorded data could be presented to the user–if the test
application would have worked–one of the supervisors at RÖ created examples
of different presentation views for the final report. These are presented in the
Figures 7.23, 7.24 and 7.25. How the presentation of the report is made can be
modified as desired and further clarifications can be made such as adding colours
to emphasise the importance of certain parameters.
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Figure 7.23: Example 1 of how a part of the report could be presented to the
user (in Swedish).
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Figure 7.24: Example 2 of how a part of the report could be presented to the
user (in Swedish).
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Figure 7.25: Example 3 of how a part of the report could be presented to the
user (in Swedish).

7.2.4

Summary of results linked to the dynamic template

The final template shows how a dynamic template can replace four static templates. It incorporates all parameters the four static templates contain as well
as an extension and it is transformed while being filled in. It enables data to be
recorded in a structured and standardised way and could also work as a checklist
for biomedical analysts and pathologists while reporting.
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The dynamic template built with openEHR and terminology bindings to SNOMED
CT provides a pathology report that:
• Is easier to interpret and have consistent formulations through standardised answer-options.
• Removes the possibility of total free-text documentation.
• Is searchable through the use of archetypes and terminology bindings.
• Facilitates the search for important parameters.
• Can serve as a checklist for the pathologist and biomedical analysts.
The dynamic part of the template origin from the dependencies set in the Form
Builder, it gives the template the ability to change depending on how different
parameters are answered. Through the dependencies the four static templates
used today can be assembled into one single template to replace them.
However, it is important to keep in mind that the dynamic template could not
be tested practically in the daily work (more about this in Section 8.3). To be able
to fully evaluate the whole template further practical testing ought to be done by
different individuals among the biomedical analysts and pathologists.

7.3

SNOMED CT

The result of the mapping between SNOMED 2 and SNOMED CT can be seen in
Table 7.1. It has to be carefully scrutinised by experts in the field and pathologists who use them in the daily work to be able to evaluate them further. Since
the connection to the mapped SNOMED CT concepts and additional SNOMED
CT answer-options were not able to be linked to the dynamic template, these
could not be evaluated by the pathologist during the evaluation presentation of
the dynamic template.
The mapping itself was not entirely self-evident. Many SNOMED 2 codes used
by pathologists today did not have a target mapping in SNOMED CT–marked
with _NOMAP in Table 7.1. This can be explained by the fact that additional
SNOMED 2 codes could have been added as an extension, nationally, after the
final release of the SNOMED 2 was released. These extension codes are therefore
not included in the mapping file. This allowed the corresponding SNOMED CT
concept to be sought for by searching for the terms used in the SNOMED 2 codes
in the SNOMED CT browser. The suggestions of possible SNOMED CT concept
to use for the SNOMED 2 codes that did not have a map target in SNOMED
CT are presented in Table 7.2. Furthermore, Table 7.3 contains suggestions for
new SNOMED CT concepts to replace the ones that had been mapped from a
narrower expression, in SNOMED 2, to a broader expression in SNOMED CT
(T04020–Kvinnligt bröst, höger and T04030–Kvinnligt bröst, vänster). For more
information about the mapping, see Section 4.2.
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Table 7.1: Table of the mapping from SNOMED 2 to SNOMED CT
SNOMED2
Legacy ID
Bröst UNS
Kvinnligt bröst, höger
Kvinnligt bröst, vänster
Manligt bröst
Mamill
Retromamillärt
Övre inre kvadranten
Nedre inre kvadranten

Övre yttre kvadranten

Nedre yttre kvadranten
Kvinnligt bröst
Areola
Axillary tail (bröst)

Invasiv duktal cancer,
NST
Cancer, pleomorf
Cancer med osteoklastlika jätteceller
Invasiv lobulär cancer
Tubulär cancer

SNOMED CT
LegacyTerm Preferred Term
Concept ID
Topografikoder
T04000
Bröst, struktur
76752008
T04020
T04030
T04040

Bröstkörtel
hos
man, struktur
T04100
Bröstvårta, struktur
T04001
Central del av
bröst, struktur
T04002
Övre inre kvadrant
av bröst, struktur
T04003
Nedre inre kvadrant av bröst, struktur
T04004
Övre yttre kvadrant
av
bröst,
struktur
T04005
Nedre yttre kvadrant av bröst, struktur
T04010
Bröstkörtel
hos
kvinna, struktur
T04200
Bröstvårtgård,
struktur
T04280
Processus axillaris
i bröst, struktur
Morfologikoder
Epiteliala tumörer
M85003
Duktalt karcinom,
invasivt
M80223
Pleomorft
karcinom
M80353
Karcinom
med
osteoklastliknande
jätteceller
M85203
Lobulärt karcinom
M82113
Tubulärt adenokarcinom

67770001
24142002
49058007
77831004
19100000

76365002

33564002

91532001
29745008
38412008

82711006
16741004
128631001

89740008
4631006
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SNOMED CT

Invasiv kribriform cancer
Mucinös cancer

M82013

Medullär cancer

M85103

Cancer med apokrina
drag
Cancer
med
signetringscellsdifferentiering
Invasiv mikropapillär
cancer
Metaplastisk cancer
Fibromatos-lik
metaplastisk cancer
Skivepitelcancer
Spolcellig cancer

M84013

Sekretorisk cancer

M85023

Invasiv papillär cancer
Acinic cell cancer
Mucoepidermoid cancer
Polymorf cancer
Onkocytär cancer

M85033

Lipidrik cancer
Glykogenrik klarcellig
cancer
Sebaceös cancer

M83143
M83153

Duktal cancer in situ

M85002

Lobulär cancer in situ

M85202

Pleomorft adenom
Adenomyoepiteliom
Adenoidcystisk cancer

M89400
M89830
M82003

M84803

M84903

Kribriformt karcinom
Mucinöst adenokarcinom
Medullärt
karcinom
Apokrint adenokarcinom
Signetringcells
-karcinom

M85073

_NOMAP

M85753
M85753

_NOMAP
_NOMAP

M80703
M85723

Skivepitelcancer
Adenokarcinom
med spolcellsmetaplasi
Juvenilt karcinom i
bröstkörtel
_NOMAP

M85503
84303
M85253
M82903

M84103

30156004
72495009
32913002
57141000
87737001

28899001
68358000

41919003

Acinärcellskarcinom 45410002
Mukoepidermoid4079000
karcinom
_NOMAP
Oxyfilt adenokarci- 57596004
nom
_NOMAP
_NOMAP
Sebaceus adenokarcinom
Intraduktalt carcinoma in situ
Lobulärt
carcinoma in situ
Pleomorft adenom
_NOMAP
Adenoidcystiskt
karcinom

54734006
86616005
77284006
8360001
11671000
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papillär

M85032

Inkapslad
papillär
cancer (stadieindelas
som in situ-cancer)
Solid papillär cancer
(stadieindelas som in
situ-cancer)

M85042

Inflammatorisk myofibroblastisk tumör
Granularcellstumör
Neurofibrom
Schwannom
Lipom
Fibroadenom
Phyllodestumör

Phyllodestumör,
nign
Phyllodestumör,
derline
Phyllodestumör,
lign

BeBor-

Ma-

Adenom (Nipple adenoma)
Mb Paget

Diffust storcelligt Bcellslymfom
Cancer, invasiv
Cancer, in situ

M85092
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Icke
infiltrativt
intraduktalt
papillärt adenokarcinom
Inkapslat papillärt
karcinom

30566004

703545003

_NOMAP

Mensenkymala tumörer
M88251
_NOMAP
M95800
Granularcellstumör
M95400
Neurofibrom
M95600
Neurilemmom
M88500
Lipom
Fibroepeteliala tumörer
M90100
Fibroadenom
M90201
Fyllodestumör
av möjlig malign
natur
M90200
Intrakanalikulärt
fibroadenom
M90201
Fyllodestumör
av möjlig malign
natur
M90203
Malign
fyllodestumör
Tumörer i bröstvårtan
M85060
Adenom
i
bröstvårta
M85403
Pagets sjukdom i
bröstvårta
Malignt lymfom
M96873
_NOMAP
Tumörer i malignt bröst
M85003
Duktalt karcinom,
invasivt
M85002
Intraduktalt carcinoma in situ

12169001
89084002
985004
46720004
65877006
71232009

72905006
71232009

87913009

65787003
2985005

82711006
86616005
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Table 7.2: Table of the SNOMED 2 codes without a map target in SNOMED
CT and suggestions for new possible SNOMED CT concepts.
SNOMED2
Legacy ID
LegacyTerm
Invasiv mikropapillär M85073
cancer
Metaplastisk cancer

M85753

Fibromatos-lik
plastisk cancer

meta-

M85753

Invasiv papillär cancer

M85033

Polymorf cancer
Lipidrik cancer
Glykogenrik klarcellig
cancer
Adenomyoepiteliom

M85253
M83143
M83153

Solid papillär cancer
(stadieindelas som in
situ-cancer)
Inflammatorisk myofibroblastisk tumör
Diffust storcelligt Bcellslymfom

M85092

M89830

M88251
M96873

Suggestions - SNOMED CT concepts
Perferred Term
Concept ID
Invasivt mikropa- 703578005
pillärt bröstkarcinom
Metaplastiskt
128705006
karcinom
Fibromatosliknande 733875004
metaplastiskt karcinom
Intraduktal
pa- 734075007
pillär tumör med
invasivt karcinom
No suggestion found
Lipidrikt karcinom 3839000
Glykogenrikt karci- 74280008
nom
Adenomyoepiteliom 128765009
Adenomyoepiteliom 703644009
med karcinom
Solitt papillärt kar- 421980000
cinom
Myofibroblastisk
tumör
Malignt storcelligt
B-cellslymfom, diffust
Diffust storcelligt
B-cellslymfom,
kategori

116064009
46732000

413990004

Table 7.3: Table with suggestions of new SNOMED CT concepts to replace
the SNOMED CT codes that had been mapped from a narrower expression
in SNOMED 2 to a broader expression in the SNOMED CT map target.
SNOMED2
Legacy ID
LegacyTerm
Kvinnligt bröst, höger T04020

Suggestions - SNOMED CT concepts
Perferred Term
Concept ID
Höger bröstkörtel 722419005
hos kvinna, struktur
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Vänster bröstkörtel
hos kvinna, struktur

722418002

8

Discussion

This chapter aims to discuss the results of the work done during the master thesis
and future work in the field.

8.1

Results

The following sections describe the results related to the archetype modelling,
the dynamic template and the terminology bindings to SNOMED CT.

8.1.1

Archetype modelling

One of the largest efforts during the master thesis was to understand how to best
model the archetypes, and by extension also the template. This to be able to find
the modelling solution that best suited the end-users while at the same time making sure that all data was structured correctly. It took a while to comprehend
the importance of documenting the entire breast process at the pathology department to understand how and why they report parameters in a certain way. This
understanding then laid the foundation for the modelling of the archetypes and
the final template. Building a new archetype for the macroscopic part of the examination was necessary due to that fact that there was no archetype in CKM
that could have been used instead. The archetype is not ready for direct use until
it has been more refined and studied by people with more experience and expertise, but it serves its purpose in the dynamic template prototype for now. The
information collected during the macroscopic examination can differ between
hospitals–the guidelines are not as specified as for the microscopic examination–
and therefore more studies regarding which parameters to use should be done.
This to get a more generic archetype that could be used on a national level.
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The specialisation of the microscopic archetype was done by studying Swedish
guidelines and protocol templates from the College of American pathologists and
compare it to the original archetype. Due to the fact that information from the
pathology report is used during the registration of new cancer cases, a few elements needed in that process was added, such as the parameter Invasiveness.
This to facilitate the interpretation of the report for secondary users.

8.1.2

The dynamic template

The results shows that a dynamic template built using openEHR and SNOMED
CT could replace the static templates used today. Although further work is
needed in order to use the template in practice, the prototype shows many advantages over its predecessors. The dynamic template would probably also benefit
the secondary readers of the report–such as other clinicians and cancer registrars.
The benefit would be both in the form of extensions of parameters needed in the
tumour registry processes as well as the report becoming easier to interpret when
answers are standardised.
To achieve an effective documentation process the placing of the different parameters should be tested further. If the most common procedure steps of the
examination of the breast specimen is decided and evaluated, the layout of the
template can be modified to match that to achieve a more standardised workflow and effectiveness. All archetypes used in the template are in English and
the archetype elements that had predefined value sets as answer-options could
not be translated unless the whole archetype was translated. Therefore some
of the answer-options in the template are presented in English while value sets
for answer-options created in the template are in Swedish. The decision to not
translate the archetypes was made because it would have taken too much time–
it is almost work for another master thesis. The language formulations used in
the template could also be evaluated to achieve a language that works for both
pathology personnel and secondary readers.

8.1.3

SNOMED CT

The choice of having the terminology linking to SNOMED CT in the form building step was made due to the possibility of being able to update the terminology
lists separately if needed. This was seen, by the author, as an advantage even
though the transition to SNOMED CT has not yet been implemented at the pathology department at RÖ. The terminology lists was created to be able to serve as
answer-options for some of the parameters to standardise the template and the
report further.

8.2

Method

The literature study performed in the beginning of the thesis work was a good
way to get familiar to the breast pathology area, SNOMED CT and openEHR.

8.3

Disturbances
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Even though a large effort was made to understand how openEHR works, how
to utilise it and how SNOMED CT could be incorporated. Most of the work regarding the assembly of the template was done through a trial-and-error method
because of the absence of user manuals regarding the software tools used. Problems was discussed with the supervisors at RÖ and usually solved by testing
or through talking to the developers from Marand. By creating sub-templates
the template became more easily manageable and made it possible to perform
changes in different parts without affecting the whole template.
The archetypes that was created and specialised in order to build the template
has not been reviewed or published due to the fact that the process of doing this
is long.

8.3

Disturbances

During the master thesis there were some disturbances that affected the development of the work. These were mainly linked to the tools used in the development
of the dynamic template. At the beginning of the project, an earlier version of the
Form Builder was used which contained some bugs. These bugs were usually reported and remedied within a few days. Often, more bugs were discovered when
previous bugs were fixed. After a while, the bugs stopped to be addressed due to
the pending release of a new version of the Form Builder. When the new version
was released, it was only available on RÖ’s local network, which meant a process
for accessing it and the possibility of being able to work from a private computer.
In the new Form Builder, the dynamic template was rebuilt from scratch, as this
was not backwards compatible with previous version. Again, bugs were discovered which were reported and remedied, followed by new bugs. It was also because of the new Form Builder that the test application could not be used, since
its form renderer did not send all the necessary information to the test application.
Despite all the problems, a big thank you should be directed to the developers of
the Form Builder as they always solved the problems that arose.

8.4

Structured reporting

By reporting clinical information in a structured and standardised way, through
structured data, a patients health data should be able to be transferred between
different hospital settings while maintaining its exact meaning. A problem today
is that the health data is locked in by different medical record systems, storing
the data in different ways. If all systems used the openEHR’s way of storing data,
it would be easier to extract and import a persons health data instead of sending
paper journals between hospitals.
The pathology report lays the foundation for further treatment of a patient, it
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is also used for registration of new cancer cases, statistics and for research. By
recording and storing clinical data in a structured way, the data can be reused
without being tampered with manually–risking the semantic interoperability. Structured pathology reports would also benefit research in the area of breast cancer
by being searchable which facilitates the gathering of information about different
kind of cancer forms.
Even though the master thesis work do not provide a template ready for use,
it could be seen as a proof of concept. That it is possible to create a template for
recording and storing clinical data in a structured way with openEHR archetypes
and SNOMED CT.

8.5

Future work

To continue the work of structuring and standardising the pathology report for
breast specimen the following things should be done:
• Continue the development of the macroscopic and microscopic archetypes
and get them reviewed and published.
• Look over the test application be able to test the template during its development.
• Translate the archetypes needed in the template.
• Look over the terminology server link.
• Evaluate how the mapped and the proposed SNOMED CT concepts are received by the pathology department.
The information process regarding breast cancer at RÖ is large and complex and
it is hard to get a solid overview of all the instances involved. However, to
improve certain parts of the information section, the following areas could be
looked at more closely:
• The ROS system - Structure how referrals are sent, so that the sent information can be incorporated into the pathology template automatically to avoid
time consuming double documentation.
• Queries for predetermined parameters - In order to register breast cancer
cases to the quality register a registration form is used and information
transferred manually. If the parameters required for the form can be lift
out of the pathology report and automatically transferred to the registration
form this will also save time.

9

Conclusion

Presented here are the questions the thesis aimed to answer together with the
corresponding conclusions.

1. Would a dynamic template built with openEHR and SNOMED CT concepts be
able to replace the static templates currently used at the pathology laboratory?

Yes, it would, in the future. To create a template that produces a standardised and
structured pathology report for breast specimen, an interdisciplinary group of
personnel from the IT department and pathology department need to be involved
in the work. The work includes continued work on suitable archetypes.
2. Is it enough to map the currently used SNOMED 2 codes to SNOMED CT
concepts or are additional SNOMED CT concepts needed for the dynamic
template?

Not all of the SNOMED 2 codes, used by the pathology department today, were
able to be mapped through the mapping file. For the codes that missed a map
target concept in SNOMED CT, suggestions for possible SNOMED CT concepts
were made.
3. Does all the necessary archetypes exist in openEHR’s Clinical Knowledge
Manager or does new archetypes need to be developed?

One new archetype had to be created and others were specialised but there were
many archetypes that could be used as they were.
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